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• A little bit about CIHI

• Standards – the Canadian perspective

• The capacity they enable

• CIHI’s role 

• Evolution through understanding the need

What we will cover
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CIHI: Who we are

• Independent, not-for-profit organization 

• Established in 1994

• Approximately 750 employees with 

offices in 4 cities

• Holds 29 pan-Canadian databases

• Our stakeholders: federal and provincial 

governments, health system managers 

and professionals, researchers, and 

Canadian public

• Build quality data standards 

• Collect and deliver timely, comparable 

and accessible data across the health 

continuum

• Deliver reporting tools, methods and 

information

• Build partnerships to provide collective 

expertise 

CIHI: What we do

Better data. Better decisions. Healthier Canadians.
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Standards are very popular…
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Add to the complexity, Canada’s governance 
structure

A Federated State

13 Provinces and territories
• Independent health care systems
• Independent data capture

1 Federal system
• Indigenous and military health 

services
• Independent data capture
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Buy-in focuses on the value proposition
For health workforce planning, it can look like this:

• Create capacity to do interdisciplinary and inter-jurisdictional planning

‒ Integrate professions for system level planning

‒ Understand migration patterns

‒ Plan urban vs. rural needs

‒ Ensure a healthy workforce

‒ Enable safe, quality, cost effective care

• Interoperable and linkable data making it accessible for use

• Learning from peers – comparability and benchmarks
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Standards enable the ability to 
answer key questions

Which  staffing models provide the best outcomes of care?

Which models of care in urban and rural regions will deliver 

the highest quality and most cost effective care?

What are the education needs required to support the 

future health workforce? 
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COVID-19 magnified the degree of 
urgency to inform critical needs for 
crisis planning

• What is the surge capacity of priority health 

professions?

• Do we have a healthy workforce to sustain care?

• Have ethnic, diverse and indigenous populations 

been marginalized?
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Deconstructing a policy question

Which staffing models provide the best outcomes of care?

Health workforce 
data standards

Clinical data 
standards

Content standards/terminology/classification standards: 
promote data integration and linkability to enable comparison, 

benchmarks and evidence-based decisions

Technical standards: promote interoperability and 
accessibility for use by multiple stakeholders

Patient experience 
data standards
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Health workforce data standards

One national standard exists: 

CIHI HHR Minimum Data Standard

Created for health care provider groups to collect standardized data on:

‒ Demographics, distribution, supply, employment and education

‒ Includes profession-specific data dictionaries (nursing, OT, PT, pharmacy)
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Some of the nursing products it informs
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Current opportunities

• Update CIHI HHR MDS including outdated response sets 
• Fill gaps in granularity to help inform key policy/research questions 

including ability to 
– Uniquely identify provider across P/Ts
– Integrate/link with other data

• Increase broad use across multiple professions
• Work with data providers and key stakeholders

– Buy-in for value proposition 
– Enable ‘collect once, use many’ principle 
– Ensure  use of standards & reduce data collection burden
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Steps taken to evolve

*Working group comprised of: Public Health Agency of Canada, Health Canada, Statistics Canada & Canadian Institute for Health Information

Environment scan with data 
providers – regulatory 

colleges

Meetings with 
Atlantic/Western 

provinces Ministry 
Workforce Planning 

Branches

Aug, 

2019

Sept-Nov 

2019

Dec-Jan 

2019

Feb-Mar, 

2020

Jun-Oct, 

2020

Work paused for COVID-19

Update HHR strategy report with 
COVID-19 considerations

Update CIHI HHR MDS 
Buy-in: presentations at 
F/P/T strategic advisory 

groups and others

CIHI HHR Strategy engagement across multiple 
stakeholders: ministries, NGOs, regulators, unions, 

educators, researchers

Mapping P/T PSW registry data 
to CIHI HHR MDS

Advance 
national PSW 

registry

Continue to work with 
stakeholders

Nov 2020 & beyond

*Federal Organization 
Working Group: advance 

gaps in understanding 
impact of COVID-19 among 

the health workforce

Annual data provider meetings – results 
of scan and input for revisions
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It starts with standards…

“All great things have small beginnings.”
Peter Senge




